TRAPPERS (ALBERT) Études postales suivies de quelques notes et impressions recueillies en Bulgarie et au Tonkin.


Mus. St. Pomp. 79 (9).

TRIPET (Ferdinand Marie) Price list of foreign postage stamps, for sale by F. T. [This is the first edition of Trifet's catalogue.]

Boston, Mass., [1866].

8°. 91 in. 1 leaf printed on one side only.

— A Descriptive price list and catalogue of foreign and American postage stamps for sale by F. T. [This is the second edition of Trifet's catalogue.]

Boston, Mass., May, 1867.

1°. 6 in. 18 pp.

— A Descriptive catalogue of American and foreign postage stamps. . . . [This is the third edition of Trifet's catalogue.]

Boston, Mass., September 18th, 1867.

4°. 8 in. 16 pp. Coloured paper wrapper.


Boston, Mass., June, 1868.


— [Reissue of the fourth edition.]

Boston, Mass., [1868].

8°. 91 in. 18 pp. Coloured paper wrapper.

— This is the seventh edition with a supplement pp. 41 to 44 added. It is found with two varieties of wrappers: one of these has ten coloured illustrations of stamps, the other has none.


Boston, Mass., 1875.


— *Issued in eight parts with "F. Trifet's monthly circular" 1874.

— [Edition de luxe, printed on buff paper, interleaved and with a coloured paper wrapper.]

— Eighth edition.

Boston, Mass., March, 1873.

8°. 91 in. 44 pp. Paper wrapper.

— *Issued in parts with F. Trifet's monthly stamp circular and price catalogue for 1874. There is no title-page, and the wrappers are found dated 1875 and also 1876.

— Tenth edition.

Boston, Mass., 1875-76.

8°. 91 in. pp. 5-65 + (1) p. Coloured paper wrapper.

— *Issued in parts with F. Trifet's monthly stamp circular and price catalogue for 1876. There is no title-page, and the wrappers are found dated 1875 and also 1876.

— Eleventh edition.

Boston, Mass., 1877.

8°. 91 in. 56 pp., "Illustrated supplement" (2)-39 pp.+ (1) p. Coloured paper wrapper.

— Appendix to the eleventh edition.

Boston, Mass., [1877].

8°. 91 in. (2) pp.

— Twelfth edition.

Boston, Mass., 1879.


— Sixteenth edition.


8°. 91 in. 124 pp. Coloured paper wrapper.


— Seventeenth edition.

Boston, Mass., New York [printed], September, 1886.

8°. 91 in. (4) + 76 pp. Coloured paper wrapper.

— *The same as the Scott Stamp and Coin Co.'s catalogue, fifteenth edition, except for the omission of the title-page and the substitution of a new paper wrapper.

— Fifty-first edition.

Boston, Mass., New York [printed], 1890 91.


— *The same as the Scott Stamp and Coin Co.'s catalogue, fifteenth edition, except for the omission of the title-page and the substitution of a new paper wrapper.
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